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Europeans face difficult choices in the Indo-Pacific as the Sino-American competition intensifies and the multilateral order that protects the freedom of the seas is under threat. In this brief we argue that Europeans need to more clearly formulate their objectives and develop policies based on a realistic view of their capabilities before embarking on a long-term commitment. We identify three ideal-typical objectives: (1) uphold the maritime order; (2) ensure that Europe maintains access to key Asian economies; and (3) support US hegemony. Europeans cannot pursue all three successfully; nor should they. While the policies that follow these objectives may partly overlap in practice, they do require clear choices on (a) whether to engage in the Indo-Pacific alongside or separate from the United States; (b) whether to prioritise or engage equally with the different subregions such as Northeast Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia; and (c) which naval assets are needed. We argue that Europeans should prioritise the provision of order with Indo-Pacific partners based on a detailed breakdown of European naval assets offered in this paper. This includes increasing their naval presence but emphasises other means of statecraft. Close maritime collaboration within a coalition of small and middle powers can help dampen escalation pressures while upholding freedom of navigation in the Indo-Pacific. At the same time, it allows Europe to develop long neglected naval assets within the resource constraints that are likely to not entirely disappear, despite European investments in defence after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine – or at least, where naval capabilities are not likely to be the first priority. These naval assets are necessary to take on a larger share in the defence of the Euro-Atlantic Area should a war between the United States and China break out.

European countries increased their engagement with the Indo-Pacific since 2018, most overtly through their growing naval presence. The most publicised example of the new-found European interest was the 2021 British-led multinational carrier group that sailed in varying compositions from the North Sea through the Black Sea, Red Sea, and Indian Ocean, into the Western Pacific, and which included Dutch and American vessels.\(^1\) More or less simultaneously, a French-led carrier group, with Greek and Belgian ships, sailed through the Red Sea and Indian Ocean,\(^2\) while Germany sent a frigate through to the Pacific to make port calls.\(^3\) The increased European presence builds on European maritime missions such as European-led Maritime Awareness in the Strait of Hormuz (EMASOH) in the Strait of Hormuz and ATALANTA (the first EU naval mission) off the Horn of Africa and the Western Indian Ocean. Not only Europe’s key maritime powers, the UK and France, have articulated their interest in the region,\(^4\) but also Germany and the Netherlands,\(^5\) as well as the EU itself.\(^6\) Europe’s growing interest in the Indo-Pacific is not a one-way street. Key regional middle
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powers including Japan, South Korea, Australia, Indonesia, as well as India, have welcomed greater European engagement with the region, especially in the maritime domain.7

Against this background, Europeans must clarify what the objectives of their engagement are. They must do so because the intensification of the Sino-American competition, the growing demand on European military power following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and their vastly limited naval capacity since the end of the Cold War, require real choices about Europe’s role in the Indo-Pacific.8

To understand these choices, we discuss: first, the distinction between order and hegemony; second, the implications for European strategic options; third, the limitations Europeans must work under; and fourth and finally, their options for ameliorating those limits.

Order, Hegemony and the Sino-American competition

In their engagement with the Indo-Pacific, European officials should consider the distinction between the building blocks of hegemonic order, namely hegemony on the one hand, and international order on the other, and prioritise between them. International order can be defined as a body of political, legal, and economic norms, rules, and decision-making procedures generally adhered to by the major powers.9 The strength of an international order is a function not just of its legitimacy but also of the underlying distribution of power, which is the key guarantor of ‘a relatively stable pattern of relationships and behaviours.’10 International order is therefore rooted in legitimacy and power.11

In international relations, one strand of thought argues that the dominance of one leading power, the hegemon, provides the international order with stability. The hegemon sets the rules across different domains of state interaction. It can enforce compliance in case of transgression, but typically does not need to, as states voluntarily adhere to the rules.12 For Robert Gilpin and John Ikenberry, for instance, a hegemonic order not only preserves the security and economic interests of the leader, but also provides stability and predictability within the system that facilitates cooperation among its members.13 The legitimacy of the hegemonic power lies in the provision of these public goods to other states. Consequently, changes to
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8 Jeremy Stöhs, The Decline of European Naval Forces (Naval Institute Press, 2018).


11 See also Henry Kissinger, World Order, 2014.


13 Gilpin, War and Change in World Politics; Ikenberry, Liberal Leviathan, 3–23.
that order are seen to spell conflict, a view that is particularly emphasised in hegemonic stability and power transition scholarship. Hegemony is often associated with maritime orders. During the 19th and 20th century, the conventional narrative goes, Great Britain and the US created and enforced liberal international economic orders and within these orders provided security, an open trade and finances regime and freedom of navigation.

In the 21st century, the US maintenance of the free and open maritime commons is thus a prime legitimation of its position both in US and European strategic debates. China’s rise presents a challenge to both American hegemony in East Asia and to the order that has been built up around that order. Even if China is not attempting to intercept and deny the access of the maritime lines of communication in general because it depends on them as much as the others, China is looking to ensure it could deny access if it wanted to, and certainly prevent access being denied to it. It is thereby attempting to push out the US from its proximate seas, ensure it has parallel means of control over key points in own trade routes, and further expand its own global footprint and influence through its ambitious Belt and Road Initiative.

Yet, as noted, hegemony and order are not the same, nor are maritime powers inherently liberal. Hegemonic orders can also aim at exclusion rather than inclusion and thereby invite contestation from rising powers. Kyle Lascurettes refers to the exclusionary properties of hegemonic orders, which generates inherent tensions that are at odds with the so-called conflict-supressing quality of hegemonic orders. The British, for instance, were mercantilist at the height of their naval hegemony post-1815. In contrast, their predecessors, the Dutch Republic, strongly supported “freedom of the seas.” Yet, the Dutch defence of the principle owed much to their military shortcomings. Hegemonic powers look to secure their own interests when they establish and defend orders, which is also true for the US. For
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17 Andrea Ghiselli, Protecting China’s Interests Overseas: Securitization and Foreign Policy (Oxford University Press, 2021).
19 Kyle L. Lascurettes, Orders of Exclusion: Great Powers and the Strategic Sources of Foundational Rules in International Relations (Oxford University Press, 2020).
21 Mare liberum was championed by Hugo Grotius, a lawyer for the Dutch East Indies Company. Note that Hugo Grotius wrote this in the context of Dutch maritime access to trade what was then referred to as the ‘Far East’. Hugo Grotius, Mare Liberum, vol. 3 (Oxford University Press, 1916).
Whether small and middle powers can effectively collaborate to uphold international order more broadly and prevent an incumbent and a contender from sliding into war, is a question that deserves greater scholarly scrutiny.

The Sino-American competition thus revolves around the dual Chinese challenge to the fundamentals of the US hegemonic order. Both challenges centre on the maritime access that the US relies on to maintain its hegemony. The first challenge is to the normative-legal institutions of the US-led order that legitimate access. The second challenge is to the military conditions of US hegemony that enforce access. The normative-legal challenge is captured in the struggle over what constitutes freedom of the seas, territorial waters, and the legitimacy of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas (UNCLOS), despite the fact that the US Congress never ratifying the agreement. The Chinese investments in so-called Anti-Access Area Denial (A2/AD) capabilities represent the challenge to the US command of the maritime commons, because US command is the linchpin of US hegemony. Through raising costs, China looks to undermine credibility of US reassurance and deterrence in the eyes of its allies.

The dual Chinese challenge to the fundamentals of the US hegemonic order is crucial, because the support of small and middle powers for the order has always been indispensable to the stability of hegemonic order. When these states withdraw their support, cease their compliance, or actively undermine the order, the order unravels. In turn, US credibility to protect smaller and middle powers depends on unimpeded US power projection. As such, the United States and China are set on a collision course in the maritime domain. One possible way out of this precarious situation is for a coalition of small and middle powers to take up a more active and stronger role in upholding the rules of the order, without adding fuel to the fire of Sino-American contest over regional hegemony.

Whether small and middle powers can effectively collaborate to uphold international order more broadly and prevent an incumbent and a contender from sliding into war, is a question that deserves greater scholarly scrutiny. In the maritime context, however, there are historical cases in which small and middle powers have worked together to dampen tensions and prevent an incumbent and a contender from sliding into war, is a question that deserves greater scholarly scrutiny.

28 Van Hooft, "All-in or All-out: Why Insularity Pushes and Pulls American Grand Strategy to Extremes."
Europeans need to understand the implication of the choice between support for the order, the pursuits of the benefits of order such as access, and support for the hegemonic power that upholds the order for their positioning in the Indo-Pacific. In terms of maritime security policies moving forward, Europeans can: (1) uphold maritime order alongside small and middle powers in the region; (2) ensure Europe maintain access to key Asian economies by focusing on specific sealines of communication (SLOC) and chokepoints that connect Europe to Asia; and (3) support US hegemony, which implies taking part in its military competition with China, in order to strengthen the transatlantic relationship. Each of these objectives suggests different tasks for European navies and consequently different naval capabilities. In the sections below, we discuss the rationale and the implications for each.

Support the multilateral order

By supporting the multilateral maritime order, Europeans would look to collaborate with small and middle powers in Asia to solidify the rules of the existing order — particularly those pertaining to open seas and legal dispute settlement. By strengthening the formal and informal institutions, there is an opportunity to dampen the chances for escalation. Importantly, the approach does so by emphasising the shared interests of small and middle powers in Europe and Asia, rather than underlining a “democracies versus autocracies” frame or underlining the Chinese challenge to US hegemony. After all, many Indo-Pacific states have little ideological affinity with Europe or the United States, and emphasising these differences undermines what could be achieved. Moreover, underlining the shared interests could also go far in negating accusations of neo-colonialism derived from the region’s past experiences with Europe. To signal the conflict-dampening intentions of their objective, Europeans would operate through national or European Union frameworks, rather than alongside the United States. In terms of regional partners, Europeans would work with key states like Japan, South Korea, Australia, but balance this with ASEAN states and India. Given the complex desired end state for the region, this approach would require consistent and subtle intra-European and European-regional coordination.

Implications for Europe

The discussion above is not abstract: Europeans need to understand the implication of the choice between support for the order, the pursuits of the benefits of order such as access, and support for the hegemonic power that upholds the order for their positioning in the Indo-Pacific. In terms of maritime security policies moving forward, Europeans can: (1) uphold maritime order alongside small and middle powers in the region; (2) ensure Europe maintain access to key Asian economies by focusing on specific sealines of communication (SLOC) and chokepoints that connect Europe to Asia; and (3) support US hegemony, which implies taking part in its military competition with China, in order to strengthen the transatlantic relationship. Each of these objectives suggests different tasks for European navies and consequently different naval capabilities. In the sections below, we discuss the rationale and the implications for each.

Support the multilateral order

By supporting the multilateral maritime order, Europeans would look to collaborate with small and middle powers in Asia to solidify the rules of the existing order — particularly those pertaining to open seas and legal dispute settlement. By strengthening the formal and informal institutions, there is an opportunity to dampen the chances for escalation. Importantly, the approach does so by emphasising the shared interests of small and middle powers in Europe and Asia, rather than underlining a “democracies versus autocracies” frame or underlining the Chinese challenge to US hegemony. After all, many Indo-Pacific states have little ideological affinity with Europe or the United States, and emphasising these differences undermines what could be achieved. Moreover, underlining the shared interests could also go far in negating accusations of neo-colonialism derived from the region’s past experiences with Europe. To signal the conflict-dampening intentions of their objective, Europeans would operate through national or European Union frameworks, rather than alongside the United States. In terms of regional partners, Europeans would work with key states like Japan, South Korea, Australia, but balance this with ASEAN states and India. Given the complex desired end state for the region, this approach would require consistent and subtle intra-European and European-regional coordination.
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32 Walker, 73.
When supporting the multilateral maritime order, Europeans would not rely on naval power to directly enforce security, but instead they would maintain a naval presence that signalled intent to reinforce existing formal and informal institutions. Capacity-building with local partners, humanitarian missions, and law enforcement (with constabulary and counterterrorism) in the Indian Ocean would be central. The naval presence would primarily serve to underline the importance that Europeans attach to the region. The naval presence in the Indian Ocean would need to be strengthened, particularly to carry out maritime law enforcement tasks in the Red Sea and Persian Gulf where European capability is likelier to achieve real effects. To accomplish these tasks, European navies would primarily require capabilities such as ocean-going patrol ships for joint law enforcement and constabulary tasks. For the protection of maritime communications in the Persian Gulf, but also some humanitarian missions, these capabilities would be rounded off with frigates, destroyers, and limited logistics ships.

**Maintain access**

To maintain access to the Indo-Pacific and safe passage for ships carrying goods between Europe and Asia, Europeans would look to safeguard their economic interests while avoiding becoming trapped in the Sino-American competition. In a sense, the political ambition level for this objective is the lowest of the three and limited to the protection of key maritime lines of communications near chokepoints. It requires less careful balancing and signalling to regional states, China, and the United States. Europeans would avoid the large frameworks such as NATO or the QUAD, and instead work on a minilateral basis or through the EU, and bilaterally with key economies such as Japan, South Korea, Australia, and India. Europe’s primary focus would be in the Euro-Atlantic area to deter Russia. However, the military ambition level would be higher as Europeans would need to quickly expand their naval capabilities to provide security across the entire route from Europe to Asia, spanning the Mediterranean, Red Sea, Persian Gulf, and West Indian Ocean, towards the Strait of Malacca and further into the Western Pacific. This objective is contradictory to some extent; China will not quickly block access to European ships because this would damage its own economy, while during a large-scale conflict trade will suffer in any case. Yet, in times of war, Europeans would have the capability to selectively protect convoys and choke points. Such an approach thus relies on China being sufficiently deterred by the costs of a confrontation, where European ships function to give Europe “skin in the game” as it were, as European military capabilities would be insufficient to maintain any sustained effort against China.

Europeans would need the ability to conduct deterrence, compellence and warfighting tasks across the entire string of chokepoints from Europe to East Asia. Consequently, humanitarian, law enforcement and constabulary tasks would be deprioritised. European navies would focus on building more warships with offensive capabilities like destroyers, frigates, and attack submarines, as well as expanding their logistics capabilities through both support ships and support bases. Other capabilities, such as patrol vessels, would be deemphasized.

**Support the United States**

When supporting the United States in the Indo-Pacific, Europeans would look to first and foremost strengthen U.S. hegemony, and then to strengthen the order. By engaging in the Indo-Pacific, Europeans hope to maintain transatlantic relations and to keep the United States engaged in European security. Such engagement would have a much more limited appeal in Southeast Asia and increase the risks for Europeans of entanglement in direct conflict with China, but go far in reassuring core Indo-Pacific states with which Europe shares affinity, such
as Australia and Japan. Consequently, Europeans would emphasis working with the United States and the QUAD Plus.

To maintain active engagement with the United States, Europeans would need to prepare for deterrence and warfighting in the Western Pacific, which would include power projection and denial and control tasks, or, conversely, focus on backfilling for the United States in the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf, for which Europeans would need more basic sea denial and control tasks. These tasks require large surface vessels with offensive capabilities, like frigates and destroyers, and potentially sea-based air power from a British and/or French carrier.

**European limitations**

Summarising the above, the second and third objectives of maintaining access and supporting the United States suggest a set of military tasks, which include serious deterrence, denial and control, warfighting capabilities, and power projection tasks. As already noted, these tasks outpace existing and imminent European capabilities. European navies have drastically shrunk in size since the end of the Cold War, and their capacity for naval deployments is thus extremely limited. Table 1 underlines this for a selection of key European states, and is apparent even for the United Kingdom and France, which are the two European states with the most capable navies. Deployments are further limited because approximately four ships are required to deploy due to constant maintenance, repair, training, and rest and recuperation requirements. To wit, if France and the UK would decide to deploy naval resources to the Indo-Pacific for an extended period of time, at any given moment, they would only have fractions of the necessary capabilities available to them. Of course, in practice this means that a constant rotation of British and French carrier groups would be needed. Europeans are thus limited in terms of their defensive and offensive capabilities. Active enforcement of the multilateral order without the United States would remain out of reach; with the United States, European capabilities would still remain too limited to survive a confrontation with China in an age of maritime denial.
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37 Stöhs, *The Decline of European Naval Forces*.


39 The number of ships available for deployments depends on: (1) where the ships are homeported; (2) the transit speeds from the homeport to the region of interest; (3) the capacity for maintenance and repairs; (4) the need for personnel training and rotation; and (5) on the access to fuels and resources. Till, *Seapower*, 282. Honorable Robert O. Work, “A Slavish Devotion to Forward Presence Has Nearly Broken the U.S. Navy,” U.S. Naval Institute, December 1, 2021, 6, https://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2021/december/slavish-devotion-forward-presence-has-nearly-broken-us-navy. Bryan Clark and Jesse Sloman, “Deploying beyond Their Means: America’s Navy and Marine Corps at a Tipping Point” (CSBA, November 18, 2018), 3, https://csbaonline.org/uploads/documents/CSBA6174/[Deploying_Beyond_Their_Means]Final2-web.pdf.


In contrast, a European focus on supporting the multilateral maritime order would require law enforcement and constabulary tasks that focus on piracy, narcotics and human trafficking illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, environmental damage and terrorist attacks, humanitarian assistance, and other tasks. A presence in the Indo-Pacific would be part of European naval diplomacy to underline the importance Europeans attach to the region to bolster relations, build coalitions, and build partner capabilities. Such a presence is more in line with existing European capabilities and could still make a real contribution to international maritime order and stability, while not adding fuel to the fire of Sino-American competition, nor excessively divert resources from NATO tasks in the Euro-Atlantic area to deter against Russian aggression. It would be necessary to clearly convey to the Americans that Europe will further strengthen its naval capabilities to take on a larger share in the provision of security in the Euro-Atlantic area should a Sino-American war break out.

### Table 1. Overview of ships from key European navies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft carrier</th>
<th>Attack submarine</th>
<th>Destroyer</th>
<th>Frigate</th>
<th>Corvette</th>
<th>Offshore patrol vessel</th>
<th>Mine hunter</th>
<th>Landing platform</th>
<th>Oiler</th>
<th>Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1 (fixed wing)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2 (fixed wing)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>4 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2 (helicopter)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>11 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>6 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2 (diesel powered)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42 The overview excludes the French and British ballistic missile submarines used for their strategic deterrent.
European options

Finally, we offer a number of solutions with which Europeans can compensate for their lack of naval capabilities. In essence, European states more effectively share and pool infrastructure in the region and rotate their forces in and out. First, sharing arrangements can be expanded. Most of the bases and infrastructures of the European states are concentrated in the Persian Gulf and Djibouti, ensuring that the Western Indian Ocean is the most feasible starting point for a European naval presence. Not coincidentally, these European points of access to the region are close to key maritime chokepoints such as the Strait of Hormuz and the Strait of Bab El-Mandeb. Second, the EU’s Coordinated Maritime Presence concept, already in use in the Gulf of Guinea and the Northwest of the Indian Ocean, can also be expanded further across the Indian Ocean towards the Strait of Malacca. This would entail coordinated rotational deployments of European vessels to ensure a consistent presence. Third, this coordination mechanism can be leveraged to create, strengthen and deepen a series of bilateral, trilateral, and larger groupings of European and regional Indo-Pacific states, built on the actual demands from these regional states.
